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Abstract-Now a days the wide usage of Internet, large amount of data has stretched widely over web, which serve access 

to particular data or to fetch more relevant data. It would be challenging to the search engine to provide quick results 

that is most relevant to the users. To search the relevant data and to reduce amount of time in fetching data, here propose 

the -Smart Crawler Technique. This returns most related data from the popular and most specific websites. In this 

technique uses search engines that processes the query providing by the user, group the results collected in a single 

platform and performs two step crawling on data and Uniform Resource Locators . In which in-site map creation is done 

to find appropriate site with techniques such as reverse searching and ranking. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 The deep web refers to the contents lie behind searchable web databases that cannot be indexed by searching 

engines. It is expected that the deep web contains approximately 91,850 terabytes and the surface web is only about 

167 terabytes in 2003 [1].  In recent years studies estimated that 1.9 zettabytes were reached and 0.3 zettabytes were 

consumed worldwide in 2007 [2], [3]. An IDC report estimates that the total of all digital data created, replicated, 

and consumed will reach 6 zettabytes in 2014 [4]. It is an challenge to locate the deep web databases, because they 

are not registered with any search engines, are usually sparsely distributed, and constantly changing. To address this 

problem, previous work has proposed two types of crawlers, generic crawlers and focused crawlers. Generic 

crawlers [10], [11], fetch all searchable forms and cannot focus on a specific topic. Focused crawlers such as Form-

Focused Crawler (FFC) [15] and Adaptive Crawler for Hidden-web Entries (ACHE) [16] can automatically search 

online databases on a specific topic. Crawler must produce a large quantity of high-quality results from the most 

relevant content sources [15][16]. For assessing quality source, Source ranks the results from the selected sources by 

computing the agreement between them [20], [21]. We propose a deep web collecting framework, namely Smart 

Crawler, for achieving both wide coverage and high efficiency for a focused crawler. Our crawler is divided into 

two stages: site locating and in-site exploring. 

II RELATED WORKS: 

 Locate the  Web Content Source: The Generic crawlers are mainly developed for characterizing deep web and 

directory construction of deep web data resources, that is not limit search on a specific topic, but try to fetch all 

searchable forms [1]. Database Crawler first finds root pages by an IP-based sampling, and then performs show 

crawling to sneak pages within a web server starting from a given root page.  

Selecting Relevant Source: Existing deep web directories [10], [8], [7] usually have low coverage for relevant 

online databases. The limits their ability in satisfying data access needs. Focused crawler is developed to visit the  

links to pages of interest and avoid links to off-topic regions [2] [8].  
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 URL Template Generation: The problem of parsing HTML forms for URL templates the addressed in [10]. In 

addition, authors in [10,11] studied the problem of assigning additional values to multiple input fields in the search 

form so that the content can be extracted from the deep-web . The URL template creates components, search forms 

are parsed using techniques similar to that are outline in [10]. The analysis shows that generating URL templates by 

computing values combination in multiple input fields can lead to an in well large number of templates and may not 

scale to the number of websites. There are most interested data in crawling.  

 

Focused Crawling: The focus on crawler is to select links to documents of interest, avoiding links that lead to off-

topic regions. Several techniques have been to focused web crawls (see e.g., [5, 6, 10, 11]). The temporarily a best-

first search focused crawler which uses a page classifier to guide the search. The beginners categorize pages as 

connecting to topics in classification. This focused crawler gives priority to links that connecting to pages classified 

as relevant. The improvement to the baseline strategy in instead of all links in relevant pages, the crawler used a 

combining classifier, the apprentice, to select the most links in a relevant page. 

III LITERATURE SURVEY 

a) Structured Databases on the Web: Observations and Implications 

     In the recent years, the Web has been rapidly “deepened” by the massive networked databases on the Internet: 

While the surface Web has linked billions of static HTML pages, it is believed that a far more significant amount of 

information is “hidden” in the deep Web, behind the query forms of searchable databases. While our research 

community has actively studied integration techniques, such large-scale integrations not a traditional focus. We 

hope a reality check will help identify the challenges and sketch the landscape, for motivating and guiding our 

future research efforts Specifically, our survey focuses on structured databases on the Web, which return structured 

objects with attribute-value pairs (e.g., a Book source like amazon.com returns books with author, title, etc.). Thus, 

our focus essentially distinguishes unstructured databases, which provide data objects as unstructured media (e.g., 

texts, images, audio, and video). We believe such distinction is both desired and necessary: First, such structured or 

“relational” data are traditionally of greater interest to the database community. Second, structured sources 

necessarily imply different paradigms and techniques from unstructured sources. 

The pioneering study of the deep Web has since opened wide interests in this area; however, in comparison, it 

differs in several aspects:  

1) It studies Web “search sites” in a seemingly broader sense, without giving explicit qualification of such sites.  

2) It uses proprietary methods, which result in much unexplained detail.  

3) It studies mainly about the “macro” but lacks the “micro” perspective.   

b) Toward Large Scale Integration: Building a Meta Query over Databases on the Web 

In the recent years, the Web has been rapidly deepened with the prevalence of databases online. As Figure 1 

conceptually illustrates, on this so-called “deep Web,” numerous online databases provide dynamic query-based 

data access through their query interfaces, instead of static URL links. A July 2000 study [7] estimated 43,000-

96,000 such search sites (and 550 billion content pages) on the Web. As current crawlers cannot effectively query 

databases, such data are invisible to search engines, and thus remain largely hidden from users. However, while 

there are myriad useful databases online, users often have difficulties in first finding the right sources and then 

querying over them. 

c) Crawly : Integrated crawling system for  deep web crawling 
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All over the world the internet is a vast collection of billions of web pages containing large bytes of information or 

data arranged in N number of servers using Hyper Text Markup Language. The retrieving information necessary 

when the size of the collection itself is formidable obstacle .These information is more relevant.  The search engines 

an important part of our lives for this made. Web Search engines strive to retrieve information as more relevant as 

possible to the end user. Web Crawler is one of the building blocks of search engines which perform the important 

role. A web crawler around the internet collecting and storing it in a database for further analysis and arrangement 

of the data. A web crawler is systems that go around over internet internet storing and collecting data into database 

for further arrangement and analysis. The process of web crawling involves gathering pages from the web. After 

that they arranging way the search engine can retrieve it efficiently and easily. The critical objective can do so 

quickly. Also it works efficiently and easily without much interference with the functioning of the remote server. A 

web crawler begins with a URL or a list of URLs, called seeds. It can visited the URL on the top of the list. Other 

hand the web page it looks for hyperlinks to other web pages that means it adds them to the existing list of URLs in 

the web pages list. Web crawlers are not a centrally managed repository of info. The web can held together by a set 

of agreed protocols and data formats, like the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), Domain Name Service (DNS), 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).Also the robots exclusion protocol 

perform role in web . 

IV DESIGN 

a)Crawler Architecture  

 

The crawling process is enhanced by entity-oriented sites describing important components of system, including 

query generation, empty page filtering and URL deduplication as shown in Fig.1. The first contribution is to show 

how query logs and knowledge bases on free data can be large to generate entity question for crawling. The 

demonstrate that classical techniques for information retrieval and can be used to strongly entity extraction derived 

relevant entities for each site in crawler, so that crawling web data bandwidth can be efficiently and effectively. The 

second contribution of this work is a new empty page filtering removes the algorithm crawler pages that fail to 

extracting any entities of the data. This simple problem is nontrivial due to the various nature of pages from 

different sites. The intuitive filtering approach, based on the observation that empty pages from the same site tend 

to be similar (e.g., with the same page layout and the same error message). There first submit to each target site a 

small set of queries that are intentionally bad, to retrieve a reference set‖ of pages that are mostly like to be empty. 

At crawl time, each newly crawled page is compared with the reference set, and pages that are highly similar to the 

pages are set and reference set are predicted as empty and filtered out from further processing. This supervised 

approach is shown to be cross or different sites on the Web. 
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Fig 1: Crawler System Architecture 

Generation of URL Template: The URL template generating component then crawler the home-pages of these 

sites, citations and parses the web forms found on the homepages, and provide the URL templates. Example URL 

templates. Query represents that can be substituted by any of the keyword data for (e.g., ―Android phone‖); the 

resulting URL can be used to crawl deep-web content as if the web forms are submitted.  

Generation of Query and URL : The lower left corner is query generation component takes the query logs as 

input, outputs queries consistent with the semantics of each deep-web site of data (for example, query ―iphone  

may be generated for sites like amazon.com but not for. Such queries can then be plugged into URL templates to 

substitute the  wild-card to produce final URLs, The stored in a central URL repository. URLs can then be retrieved 

from the URL repository and scheduled for crawling at runtime.  

 

Empty Page Filter: It is that some URLs corresponding to previously generated queries will retrieve empty or 

error pages that contain no entity. The pages are crawled, move to the next stage, where pages are inspected to filter 

out empty ones. The process of filtering empty critical but also non-trivial for different sites indicate empty pages in 

disparate ways. The key is empty pages from the same site in similar data. There intentionally retrieve a set of 

pages that are highly likely to be empty, and filter out any crawled pages from the same site that are similar data to 

the reference set. The remaining pages with high entity information can then be used for a variety of data. 

URL Extraction/Duplication: The significant fraction of URLs on search result pages typically link to additional 

deep-web content. The crawling all second-level URLs is wasteful due to the large number of second level URLs 

available. There are filter out second-level URLs that are less like to deep-web content, and dynamically 

deduplicate the remaining URLs to obtain a much smaller set of Represent URLs that can be crawler efficiently. 

These URLs then iterate through the same crawling process to obtain additional deep-web data content. 

b)Algorithms 

There are two algorithms used to be develop the system. 

Algorithm 1: Reverse searching for more sites. 

input : seed sites and collected deep websites 

output: applicable sites 
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while  of candidate sites less than a threshold do 

st = getDeepWebSite(siteDatabase,seedSites) 

resultPg = reverseSearch(st) 

 links = extractLinks(resultPg) 

 foreach link in links do 

pg = downloadPage(link) 

 relevant = classify(pg) 

 if relevant then 

 relevantSite = extractUnvisitedSite(pg) 

Output relevantSite 

end 

end 

end 

Algorithm 2:  

Incremental Site Prioritizing. 

Input :siteFrontier  

output: searchable forms and out-of-site links 

Hqueue=SiteFrontier.CreateQueue (HighPriority)  

Lqueue=SiteFrontier.CreateQueue (LowPriority)  

while siteFrontier is not empty  

do  

if Hqueue is empty then 

 Hqueue.add All(Lqueue) 

Lqueue.clear()  

end  

site = Hqueue.poll()  

relevant = classifySite(site)  
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if relevant then  

perform In Site Exploring(site)  

Output forms and Out Of Site Links 

 siteRanker.rank(Out Of Site Links)  

if forms is not empty then  

Hqueue.add (Out Of Site Links)  

end 

 else  

Lqueue.add(OutOfSiteLinks) 

 end 

end 

end 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents survey of databases on the web, the so called deep Web. The survey was inspired by issues 

related and integrating these huge networked databases. The study surveys the deep Web at large, implementing the 

random data approach, with one million samples. There found the deep Web measured the 450,000 Web databases, 

among which 348,000 were structured on the data. There are effective collecting frameworks for deep-web 

interfaces, namely Smart- Crawler. They have that approach achieves both wide coverage for deep web data 

interfaces and maintains highly efficient crawling. Smart Crawler performs site-based locating by reverse searching 

method is known deep web sites for center pages, They can efficiently find more data sources for sparse domains. 

The ranking data collected sites and by focusing the crawling on a topic of Smart Crawler succeeds more accurate 

results in data .The in-site exploring stage uses adaptive link-ranking to search in a site; and design a link tree for 

removing toward certain directories of a website for wide coverage of web data directories. 
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